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There will be lots of things to touch
and feel in the shop. 

I can have a little feel, but I’ll try my
hardest to look and listen instead. 

We might smell some food coming
from the cafe next door.

I’m going to
visit a museum

today.

We will be greeted by a friendly
volunteer. Our volunteers wear

orange lanyards. 
They will say hello and welcome
us to the museum. We can take a
map or trail if we would like one.

Hello.

This is the
entrance to our

shop.

We will then
walk along the

path to the
main entrance.

When I arrive we will park in the car park.
Sometimes it can be a bit muddy and wet.



I can then start my visit.

There is no set way around the
museum so I can plan my own

route.

This is where our toilets are located .

This is our cafe area.
You can have your picnic here.

Now it’s time to start exploring!

Because we are a living and
working museum, this means
that our objects move about

regularly.

If you can’t find something, ask
our friendly volunteers.



Sometimes there will be a special event
on. 

We might have our tractors moving and
the train might be running. 

This means the museum could be noisy
and smell a little smokey.

Here are some of the
buildings I might see

during my visit.

This is Deeks,
our cycle shop.

This is our
Victorian

Classroom.

When I see these signs,
it means I can have a

go!



This is the Churt building. 

Sometimes you’ll see our
wood turners working in

here.

This is Eashing
Chapel.

This is our 1950s
Playground. 

Have a go!

This is the Cricket Pavilion. 

You’ll see examples of old
sports equipment in here.

There are many more
buildings to explore!

Which one is your
favourite?

This is the Old
Kiln Forge. 

Sometimes you’ll
see our

blacksmiths
working in here.

When you are ready to
leave, you can exit the

same way that you came
in, through the shop.

It might be
noisy in here!



The Rural Life Living Museum

We hope you have a fun day
exploring! 

Thank you for visiting.


